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SPENSER:

REli'LECTIONS AND PARALLELS

IN 'I'HE ROMANTIC POETS

Sa ra Rivers Aderholdt
Education 500
Dr . Will iam J. Calvert

SPENSER: REFLECTIONS AND PARALLELS IN THE ROMANTIC POETS
Trying to assess and allocate influence of poe t
upon poet is always risky 0 but attempting to trace souroe

or

of story or germ

idea over a space of several centuries

is downright audacious..

Nevertheless, with the help of

dedicated scholars and critics 9 I will oall attention to
some reasonable effects, noticeable echoes 9 and remarkable
parallels of Edmund Spenser 0 s philosophy and his treat=
ment of m,vth and symbol as round in the Romantic poets.
Spenser lived during the English Renaissance, an
exciting period
experience.

or

exploration on all frontiers ot human

The Renaissance in England, however 9 must be

approached with an understanding of its peculiar and
distinctive nature$

The Italian Renaissance began much

earlier, around 1200 A~ De, but it did not reach England

until the Reformation had become wide=apread in Northern
and Central Europee

These two movements reached England

almost simultaneously 0 · and thereby the progress of English
literature and art was oolored by the presenoe of the
Protestant ethice
It is a mistake to think of the Middle Ages as
being ignorant of the classics; scholars had access (even

. in England) to the writings of most of the great Romans 9
~nd to Latin transletions 9 although these were sometimes
interior, of Plato and Aristotlee

We know by Chaucer's

2

easy allusions to the philosophers that he took for granted

his aud i ence would have enough acquaintance with his
references to make the connection.

We will not go into a

listing of the names of the classics which were widely read
before the great surge or interest from Italy washed across
the Channel into England; the point is t.hat the center of
attention on the classics was moved from things Latin 9 and
more or less second=hand, to things Greek 9 and more or leas
original.

Plato became more highly regarded than his pupil

Aristotle; Homer pushed Ovid to one side; and the si:J1;>.t e ent.b=•
c_e n tur.y: poet panted for the untainted Attic salt ..

To complicate things even more, the Humanist movement
found a program for reform in the Republic toward their
ideal of the Good Life.

They placed aesthet i c values

secondary to enlightenment concerning ways in which man could
achieve this life~

They hoped that these principles would

be guides which could be added to the teachings of the
churchi the Human i sts searched for enrichment of the moral
values, not for the contradiction of theme
In addition, the followers of Humanism believed that
reform was possible through education and advocated a return
to the Greek way of both physical and mental development.
True nobility was to be observed, they believed, in the
development of virtue and wisdom; however, thia nobility
could best be practiced in service to the state.

A

Rena i ssanoe gentleman was truly a "many~splendoured thing."
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He must be well read in the classics, possess an unfailing
grace in society, achieve a reasonable facility in the arts 9
and in his spare time be a successful soldie~=statesmano
The amazing thing is the degree of skill with whioh so

many of Elizabeth's courtiers were able to fulfill these
requirementso

In this complacent Twentieth Century we

have become so Puritanical (in the sense this term 18 used

by John Crowe Ransome) that we are surprised when a man
becomes proficient in any one of these fieldso
This separation» this Puritanism, w~s already
beginning, but the Elizabethans did not allow it to sterilize

their writingse

We do know that the writers of that day were

faced with problems with the new secular literature that was
bound to appear . in the wake of the great break=up of the
Roman Church; many were defensive ahd f'el t the neoessi ty of
constant assurance of the ethical value of their writings.
Added to this pressure were the exacting . standards set by
the revived classios~ _and the patribtio desi~e to create
an Engl iish , bod.y of. ··wrLtirig~wor.thy _of. ,.compa_:_ri s·o n .. . Often·9

.;

ot course, this resultl'd in imitation of form to a slavish _.
degree» but often enough native genius was sufficiently
strong to break through the antique shape.
Only . the brittle carapace of ohivttlry remained,
but interest in English history and legend had been on the
rise ever since the claims of Henry VII to his descent from
-

King Arthur and the ancient Kings of Britain.

Sixteenth=
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c.entuny wri tertis looked favorably upon native British material
as subject and inspiration.

The courts of Henry VIII and

Elizabeth encouraged this bent as evidence of patriotism on
the part of the young poets.

Elizabeth delighted in being

projected as the enign1atic Ci,Jleen, the heir~ss of all the
rich tradition

or

the English throne, possessing all the

feminine graces, and yet finally standing aloof; the regal
figure of the monarchs

To her intimates at court, she was

indeed the "Faerie ~ueene," alluring and affectionate one
moment, and then, in a flash of displeasure, she became
unapproachable, remo~e, like a divinity from another realm.,
The Virgin ~ueen nurtured the cult of her maidenhood, demand=
ing unswerving devotion without hop.e of reward from her
courtiers.

What figure could have better inspired the neo=

Platonic passion of the English poets?
It was during this time that Spenser wrote.

we

must keep in mind that although the English Humanists had
pla.oed Man in the center of the universe rather than the
Church (and all it stood for), poets like Spenser and Milton
never lost a positive belief that the soul of man was of

supreme worth, and that art should contribute toward the
highest development of man.

Poetry should indt~d exist for

pl~asure, but the poet must make virtue beautifule

Spenser

was happily capable of drawing on the traditions of Rome
and Greeoe without ignoring the great medieval English

5

heritage.

Looking baok on the bulk of his writings, it is

hard to believe that he, like Chaucer, was a busy government
official, w 1th a demanding and sometimes unpleasant job to
pe·r form, and wrote his poetry as an aTocation ..
Spenser was, as are all men, a produot of his times 9

and he reflected the prejudices and opinions of Protestant
Elizabethan Englande

His allegorical references to the

Catholic Church in The Faerie Q,ueen~ seem exaggerated and
quiet distasteful to modern readers, but we must remember

-------

that Queen Elizabeth had been branded a bastard and an

interloper by the Church and indeed had lived in peril of
her life under Mary Tudor.

'I'he infant English Church was

far from secure, and the power and .majesty · of the Church
of Rome was still widely recognized.

Perhaps we can pardon

preoccupation with this phobia, since he speaks out sincerely
against fraud and oorrµption& a startd with which all good
ehurohmen

would agree.

Edmund Spenser ·was descended fron an _lmproverished
branch of an aristocratic family (which spelled the family _
name Spencer), and his wealthy cousins, daughters of Sir
John Spencer,' graciously recognized the family ties,
encouraging the young poet with gifts and intermittent
hospitality at oourt~ 1 He dedicated "Muiopotmos" to
1 A~exander C.. Judson» The Life of Edmund Spenser,
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, TI'4'5); p. l3e
"' ·

Elizabeth Spenoer 9 later Lady Carey» and he paid her delicate compliments in

Cotin Clouts Come Home Asain calling
f

her "Phyllis the Faire~"
been

•

I

.

I

9

Anne Spencer may or may not have

flattered by the dedication of the satirical Mother

Hubberds T~le, but Edmund U8ed the word "bountlfUl" in
referring to the ·t hree sisters in Coiin Clout$.

To Lady

Strange, the youngest of the three sisters 9 he dedicated
The Tea.res .of _the Mus~s"
We have very meager knowledge about Spenser 0 s
immediate family 9 but we do know that he was enrolled at
the Merchant Taylors• School in London as a poor scholar=
one of the t~irty-one who received gowns that were paid for
out of a fund left by a Robert Nowell. 2 Here Spenser was
fortunate to have for a. schoolmaster . Richard Mulcaster p the
brilliant, revolutionary teacher with views far ·ahead of

his time.,

Mulcaster favored use and developmen,t of the

mother tongue and encouraged youtn~ul _s elf =expression.

Wh il~

continuing to give instruction in Latin and Greek 9 Mulcast er
was an advocate of physical fitness; -and ¥le insisted 0n . ,
;ncluding music 'in the pupils 9 Qurrioulum.,_: .. -Richard Muloaste.r was
1-nt,erested too in the poetio theories of a group of young

French poets known as the Pleaide, a:na he introduced young
Spenser to the writings of Ronsard and Du ·Bellay 9 talented . ..

students of Jean Dorat and members of ' this aTantgar

.! ~ov~m~nt. 3

2' .

Ibid.,, p .. 15G

3 Alfred W,. Satterthwaite, S~enser, Rons-a rd and
2
Du Bellay 9 (Princeton: Universityressp 1960), P• 20.

7

Muloaster and Du Bellay had a common enthusiaem for
the use of one's natiTe language, and Mulcaster in his own
Elernentarie pleads for freedom from bondage to the Latin
"tung."

He aligns the use of English with liberty and freedom 9
saying that the Latin reminds us of thralldom and bondage. 4

Later, Edmund Spenser was to justify his teaoher'e confidence
in the beauty of the English language, surpassing all probable
expectations ..
Spenser became intimately acquainted with the sonne·ts .

· of Ronsard and Du Bellay while translating them into English"
Ronsard and Du Bellay dreamed of poetry

tm t

would approxima.te
music, stressing the importance of the eound of words. 5
Du Bellay, inoidentally 9 was the first poet to use the sonnet
form for a subject other than love.

He wrote of the ruins

of ancient Rome (following Petrarch in his love for this
subject), and his verse has the "sad, sweet musio of melancholy,
of exile, not only from France, but as it were from the world
itselfp" in Tne Antiquiti~s . o~ Rome. 6
I

Ronsard picked up many of Du Bellay's trial flights
and expanded them into successful operations for himselfp
using the ground work of Du Bellay for his take-off point.
Writing with enthusiasm» gaining recognition on all sides»

-

4

Ibid., P• 21.

5·I bido p. 41 ..
.....,_!'I

&Ibid o ~ P• 51.
-=

'

)

8

Ronsard was never quite able to catch the poignant nostalgia
of Du Bellay.

Ronsard was a love poet= "he told of the love

of men and women, of the love of the natural world 9 and the
love of man$ To him life was good." 7
On the other hand, Du Bellay sang of the ideal 9 the
Platonic love 9 and eYen though his Sonnets are full of the
Petrarohan symbols of earthly love= the golden hair, the
lilies, the pearls= he rejected physical beauty as such.
He emphasized the gulf between human desires and att~inments$
Spenser became deeply interested in these ideas, and it is "
significant that his first professional work was imbued with
the themes of mutability and the Yanity of the world.
Du Bellay was an experimentalist in using antique
and rare words, and his success encouraged the young Spenser

in his efforts to tree English verse from the classic formo
"Why a God's name may not wej as else the Greekes;
have the kingdome of oure own~ Language 9 and measure our
Aoeentes by the sounde, reserving the Q,uanti ties to the
'

Verse?"

he complained in a letter ,to his friend Harvey. 8 "t

Spenser did not seem to take the fed for quantitative vers.e

as seriously as Harvey did 0 but he learned the Taluable
lesson that suoh language has its own particular demands
and possi bill ties.

These early trials and

e r 'r ors

wer~

necessary for the mature poet's mastery of the line ..
7 ,'
Ibid ..
8

-

t>

p .. 248.,

Ibid.,, P• 61.,

g

Satterthwaite suggests that sixteenth-century music
had a certain effect on Spenser's poetryG

Polyphonic free=

dom was extended to the realm of poetry= many voices
playing upon a basic melody= and the poet was free to range
as he could vary the theme.Q

This musical rapport probably

reinforced his skillfully correct use of the caesura and

enjambemento

Both Spenser and Du Bellay excelled in this

refinement of form, but they were quite different when it
came to their personal philosophye
Du Bellay was always troubled by a conflict between
hie love of the Muses and his lo•e for the Church= for him
there was a paganism in the excess of his devotion to his
art..

Spenser, on th.e contrary p ill uminated the principles ·'
l. 11

of Christianity in his verse• eerTing to enhance the charm , '·
of the virtuous 1 ife, employing the a~oient and deligh ttul .1
olassio metaphors with a. deft bande

He achieved a wonderful

sort of Golden Mean in making the good life . both desirable
and attractive.

"Du Bellay lives ¥P.der a.. .. dar.k. sun; Spenser

can see not only darkness but also rainbows and an occasional
tull and stu,ri,ning light; Ronaard J..1 ves under a clear and ,,·
classiei,al li~ht as unconcerned about the darkness as he is
about the morrow . " 10
9

Ibid o I> P• ~4o

-- .

10Ib14e 0 Po 132e

10

Spenser's reading included Virgil, Ovides
Metamorphoses, the Culexp Ne.tali~ Comes, Boocacoio and
Erasmuse 11 He admired Caxton's translation of Reouyell .o f
the History~s ot TroJ~ from the French of Raoul le FeTreQ 12

.

His entrancement with ,arid:: •emula.tion :of·, ,.Ario·sto :is we·11: 1knowpo
Many inoidents end characters in The Faerie ~ueene have
their counterparts in Orlando:

Aerasia and Alcina (both

spiritual descendants of Circe), Guyon and Ruggiero,
Florimell and Angelica, Bri tomart and Bradamante • 13 Spenser
did not limit his torrowing to Ariosto; there is evidence
that Tasso•s more passionate style caused Spenser to sharpen
up some of the scenes.

Miss Bennett suggests this process

in her discussion of the House of Alma as he Contrasts it

to the Bower of Bliss.

~y

The Twelfth Canto of Book II is

almost a literal translation of Tasso's passage describing
the island of Armida. 14 Belphoebe has been compared to

Clarice in Tasso•s Rinaldo. but Spenser makes her a dual
personality who is sometimes a royal personage and sometimes
a "golden girl .. " 15 The Diana in iydgate•n Reson and Sensualyte
11
nouglas Bu111hp Mytholo~y ·a nd the Renaiss~n~e
Traditionp (New York: Pageantooi Co., 0 !95'1'}, Pe l05o
12
Ibid11 9 Pe 40 ..
13Josephine w. Bennett, The EYolution of the Faerie
~ue-ene 9 (Chicago: The University or Cbioago Press, 1~42) 9
p .. 25.
14 Janet Spene, S~enaer's Faerie Queene, (London:
Edward Arnold. and Co.,, 1Y34) , p. 22.
15 Bush, Mythology and Renaissan9e, P~ 1030

-
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18 closer to Spenser's Belphoebe than "chastity" as spoken
or in the pulpit. 16 Prince Arthur's shield
all closely covered wae,
Ne might of mortsll eye be euer seene;
Not made of eteele, nor of enduring bras,
such earthly metals soone eonswned bene:
But of· Diamond perfect pure and oleene
It framed wa s 9 one mssie entire mould,
Hewen out of Adam.ant rocke with engine s keene,
That point or speare it neuer percen cou ld,
Ne dint of direfull sword diuide the substance wouldo 17
R1naldo 9 s shield which he uses to break the witohes 9
spell is described in Yery like fashion ·~ "Spenser is not
merely ·helped by . the Italians; the Tery kind to which his
poem belongs was invented

by

them,"

c~ s.

Lewis deolares. 18

or

The victims chained in the dungeon of th.e House

Pride remind one of Virgil, as does the expedition of Duesaa
into Hades, but Spenser's account ofa'.. the .suffering sinners

lacks the emotion of Virgil 9 $o

His detached rendering
suggests e more popular sourceo 1g Spenser may have read

Martianus Capella'~ account wherein Athanaei a compelled
Philology to vomit out books before tasting _,of the cup of

immortality» for in The Faer~e ~ueene Spenser portrays
Error in the same predicamente 20
16

-

Ce Se Lewie, The Allegory
UniYer~ity Press, 1953) ». p. ·2750

or

·

LoYe, (London:

Oxford

17 Edmund Spenser The Faerie 9'_ueen1, 0 Book ) Canto vi1
9
9
1 8r.ewis~ Allegory, Po 304.,

19 Bush

9

Mythology and Renaissance, Po 1060

20Lewis· Allegorzn P• 80.
0

12

The very subject matter and material of the poem
probably influenced the physioa.l construction.

The number

twelve has been noticeably significant in religious matters:
the twel 1'e tribes of Israel a.nd the twelve di so.t pJ;e f} , /for
instanee.

In the ehroniclee of Prinoe Arthur there are the

twelve seats at the Round Tabl e ~ the twelve quests at the
Queen's Feast 9 the twelve battles fought against the Saxons,
$nd possibly even a recall of the twelve paladins in Virgil's
Aeneid. 21
. Spenser proudly acknowledged his debt to Geoffrey
Chaucer (much as Chaucer had boasted of borrowing from the
Italians in an earlier
time·l . ji • Spenser called Chaucer the
.
1
.. )

"master of language" and announced his intention to use

Cha.ucer~s English as much ae possibleo

The story Prince

Arthur tells Una and the Red Cr0ss Knight is lifted almost
bodily from 0ha.ucer; howeTer, the comic Te.le of Sir Thope.s
ii! transformed into an ethereal» almost d 1vine vision.,

The character of Strife suggests Chaucer•s "Contek, with
bloody knife and sharp manaoe" from "A Knight's T~le.,n22
The ancient association of Arthur with Cynthia (Diana), the
queen of the fairies, was recognized in Chauoer, Malory 0
and Lydga te., 2 3
21

Charles Bowie Millican, · Spenser and the Table Round,
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1932), p.,' 115.,
22 Buah Mythology and Renaissance, p., 106.,
9
23 Bennett

0

Evolution, pp., 9=11.,
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Spenser's ability to take a hackneyed story from a
prosaic source and with a "touch of faery" change it into
something '. quite di tferent is one of his distinct! ve
characteriatioso

The Italians whom he mined were given to

the tall story, the brag, al {>=stick humor; Spenser ?as
gravely imaginative, highly serioue 9 writing as it he were
in a tranceo

As Lewis reminds us 9 "He gave us Wonder
insteaa of wonders .. " 24 Spenser was able to see the value of
popular superstitions and» as did all the other Elizabethans~
combined Celtic and cla ssioal lore o
became English sprites and fairies.

·, ·

The nymphs e.nd dryads
The story of Guyon in

the cave of Mammon is an effective combination of the
Proserpina myth with that of the Celtic leprechaun who is
always hoarding gold in a dark underground hideaway..

From

Claua.ie.n ts "Du Raptu Proserpinae" Spenser borrows the

golden bough to add luster to his Garden pf Proserpine, but
Warton labels the silver benoh offered to Guyon by Mammon
a new temptation original with Spensere 25 There is not
muoh evidence that Malory's Morte Darthur was more than an
incid.ental source for The Fa;erie . Q,ueene.. . The quests of the

knights and the activities of the faery court overshadow the
24tewis, Allegorz~ Pe 306e
'

,.

25 Bush Mythology and Renais~ance, PPo 113=1150
0

seldom seen Prince Arthur.

Mrs. Bennett theorizes that

Spenser changed his original plan, and that Book I ie a
more mature and well-deTeloped part of the Faerie ~u•ene. 26
HarTey•a criticism that

"Hobgoblinne runne away with the

Garland from Apollo" may have cauaed Speneer to alter the
entire conception of his epic.

HarTey shared the contempt

of the influential literary circle at court for natiTe
folk.tales and wished his friend to de-emphasize the faery
element, especially in reference to the adventures of
Prine e Arthur.
A dramatic example of Spenser's use of myth to
illumine te his M.rra tiTe is th~ grimly sardonic tale of
Hellenore, Malbecco, and Paridell.

The fair, faithless

Hell~nore and her loTer Peridell, significantly named to
remind the reader of the ancient Trojan pair, are
deliberately linked with the legendary story by Spenser,
Ae Helletl!, when she saw aloft appeare
The Trojane flames, and reach to heavens hight
Did clap her bands, and ioyed at that dolefull sight. 27
The ancient myth of Antaeus the giant renewing his
strength from the Earth Mother is symbolized by the figure
of Maleger, the champion of fleahly and sensate appetites.
His miraculous recoveries from Prince Arthur's blows point
26 Bennett, ETolution, P. 18.
27 spenser, Faerie gueene, III, x, 12, 13.
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to the moral that the battle against desires of the earth
is never won

that one must oonstantly be on guard against

e

renewal of the temptations of the world.

Spenser is rich in references to the Holy Scriptures;
Book I is written as a religious 'allegory:

the struggle of

man, the fall, the tree of knowledge and the tree of life,
the dragon of sin, the well of living water, and heavenly

grace, represented by Prince Arthur.

In Book II, the

message is plain= eTen a strong and temperate man, Sir

Gu,yonp cannot succeed without the aid of heayenly grace.,
The Book of Revelation surely inspired Spenser with its
apoca.lyptical nature, and sturdy Protestant that he was,

he played up all possible anti-Catholic meaningse
story of Duessa

ara ,her

The

seven-headed steed appears to be

the St o George lege~d with some overtones of the Protestant
~

Reformation

Duessa representing

MarY;

Q,ueen of scote,

flatteringly called the whore of Babylon, and the dragon
standing for the Church of Rome P or the Anti~Chris t e 28
Una or Truth 1 s the de.ugh ter of Adam and Eve, the rulers of

the Eaet before the expulsion from their kingdom (the gard~ n
of Eden)

e

The Red Oros s Knight is . every Christian seeking

salvation& or the struggling English Church seeking the
real truth. 29
281ewisp Alle6ory p8 1140
9
29 Ibid& p~ 1190
9

-

16

In connection with the allegory, Spenser warns
agains t being deceived by appearances.

The theme of evil

masquerading as good provides some, ·of the moet memorable

soenes in the whole panorama of his epico

One long

remembers the ubiquitous Archimago in a series of masquerades:
an humble hermit, an a~enging knight, an unassuming pilgrim$
Duessa~ who is the embodiment of evil in woman, makes a
glamorous appearance in her scarlet and gold, and merry
little Phaedria, with her tinkling laugh and her flower=
deoked boat, is most alluring.

As Spenser so aptly phrases

it 9 "Yet gold all is not t that doth golden seeme. t9
The Seven Deadly Sima follow · the old medieval mode ls 9
and the story of the offence and punishment

of

Mirabella in

Book VI can be found in almost any medieval love poem$
Spenser dissipates the false glamor surrounding the secret
religion of courtly .love an:1 shines a clear golden light on
love in its purest and healthiest

st.ate. ·· He

glorifies

virtuous love but makes a lustful love .an unhealthy, disea~ed

thing~

One h!ls only to compar, the joyous and uninhibited

reunion of Sir Scudamore and .Amoret with the lascivious
de8oription of oou~tly love in the Castle Joyeous · ot
Malescasta~

"For him (Spenser)

9

intensity of passion
I

• • ,

purifies; cold pleasure, such as the .. scholastics seem to
approve is oorruption$~ 30
9

17

The frank aYowal of sexual fruition in the Garden
or Adonis is wholesome consummation; the sly and furtive
activities in the Bower of Bliss s~~ok or Toyeurism.

In

the Garden of Adonis,
There wont faire Venue often to enjoy
Her deare Adonis joyous oompany,
And reape sweet pleasure of the wanton boy;
There yet, some say, in secret he does !{•
Lapped in flowrea and pretious spycery.
But now read from the passage describing Cymochles
in the Bower of Blias:
He like an Adder, lurking in the weeds,
His wandring thought in deepe desire does steepe,
And his fraile eye with spoyl of beauties feedes;
Sometimes he falsely fainea himselfe to sleepe,
Whiles through their lids his wanton eies do peepe,
To steale a snatch of amorous conceit,
Whereby close fire into his heart does oreepe:
So, he them deceiYes, deceived in his deceipt,
More drunk with drugs of deare voluptuous receipt. 32
Such a contrast in attitude is hardly superficial;
Spenser is nothing if not ~nsistent in his presentation of
the wholesomeness of virtuous love.

Thie attitude is

present in the treatment he giTes a by-product of the
religion of courtly love.

He mentions this condition first

in the parade of the Seven Deadly Sins in the procession of
Lucifera - Sloth, as Elizabethans called it, but medieval
writers termed it accidie:
31

spenser, Faer~~

-

a deep-seated melancholy, a

~u~~~, Book III, Canto vi, 4e.

32 Ibid., Book II, Canto v, 34.

18

disenchantment with life 9 and even, in extreme oases, an

active seeking of death.

This dangerous spiritual state is

graphically pictured in Spenser's account of the Red Crosa
Knight when he falls prey to Despa ir.
(Despair is trying to persuade the Knight to follow
hia teaohings 9 exhorting, "Death is the end of woes; die
soone, o faeries sonne.")
The knight is overcome with the futility of existenoe
as he listens to the dialectic of Despair; he is ready to
take his own lifep "well knowing true all tha~ he (Despair)
did rehearse.~ 33 Una shooks the knight in to awareness of
r

his state with well-=-ohosen words (! ""\ true love must sometimes
. be oruel and tell ·the truth.

I
____,

"·

Later, in the House of Holiness, the knight is still .
in deep melancholy:
The wretched world he gan for to abhore,

And inor tall life gan loath, as thing forlore 9
GreeT~d with remembrance of his wicked ways,
That prickt with anguish of his sinnes so sore,
That he 'desired to end his wretched days:
So much the dart of sinful guilt the .soule d·i amays . -.

Spens suggests th'~ t this ·was the same worm that
ate at the soul of Hanilet. 34 The knight'! progres! in the
Janet

House of Boline ss is an example of the Humanistic theory of
spiritual elevation and enl. i'ghtenment throu·gh a-i1d· educa ti Te
33 Ibid.
34

Arnold and

9

Book 1 0 Canto ix, 48.

spens,; s~enser • s Faeri~ Q,uee·ne, (London:
CoG • 19

4),

p& 22e

Edward

\
l
I

19

process~

The scholar justified the sacrifices and dedication

or bis life b y the re.sults of graduation to a higher pla.ne

of existence.,

This sojourn, with a painful physical and

mental cleansing accompan ying spiritual rejuvenation 0 is a
typical Humanistic parable concerning the possibilities of

man°s improvement.,

In a further development of the decepti~e . nature of
appeara.noes, Spenser presents many illust::rat1.ons to emphasize

the Platonic belief that only the real is good, and therefore 9
it follows D that the artificial or apparent is eTil.,
Spenser is fairly consistent in his treatment·or this notion.,

He associates nature with beneficent characters 9 and creations
of man °s art with evil or questionable personalities@
Belphoebe, the maid of pristine lovelin@ss , liTes in a
lean=to in the forest; Luoifera » the proud mistress of lost
souls, lives in a gilded palacee

The Bower of Bliss , haunt®d

by the vile Acrasia and her victims, was cunningly c ontriTed

b y skilled artisans, but the Garden of Adonis was nature vs

own oreation.,

In the Bower of Bliss the vines were made of

burnished gold , artfully designed to beautify the rest and~
One would have thought 0 (so cunningly the rude
And scorned parts were mingled with the fine) 0
That. nature had for wantoness ensude
Art, and that Art at nature did repinee 35

35 spenser, Faerie Queene, Book II, Xii, 59e
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On the other hand, the Gard·e n of Adonis was "so

faire a place as Nature can devise."

Spenser draws our

attention once more to the difference between Nature and
Art.

A...-id in the thickest covert of that shade
There was a pleasant argour, not by art,
But of the trees owne inclination madeo 36
In that saue Gardin all the goodly f lowres,
Wherewith Dame Nature doth her beautifie,
And decks the girlonds of her paramoures
Are feteht: there is the first seminArie
Of all things 9 that are born to live and die. 37
In e typically baroque fashion, Spenser develops
this idea further by his u~e of pictures and tapestries.
All soenes in . paintings or hangings have . oonnotations of
evil or excess..

The · elaborate panels in the court of

Aorasia., the murals

in

the halls of . Malecasta 9 and the
,.

painted flowers around Phaedria's boat furnish examples of

the poet~s careful selection of characteristic details.

The late Sixteenth and early Seyenteeµth Centuries
were caught up iri ' the '.: transition from the Medieval Period

to tM Renaissance~

When the English Church broke away

from the Church at Rome~ this action inadvertently set in
motion doubts
knowledge..

as

to the established system in all fields of

The medieval ways of thought ',Ver~. exploded by

The .excitement of new

the discoveries of the , new science .

continents in the physical world stirred speculation as to

-

36 Ibido, Book III, vi, 44.

37 Ibid .. ~ Book III, vi 30 •
9

..
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und iaoovered horizons of the i ntelleo t

~

This feeling of

being in motion spread to the art of the time; baroque
paintings are full of activity and lifee

The architecture

of the period invented t~ use of the "restless oval" as an

art form, giving movement to the ornate
characteristic of baroque arte

deta.11 which

is

Architects plaoed reflect=

ing pools in the gardens and hung enormous mir:ror.s.~ in the
I

halls; these pools and mirrors afforded a double image of

beauty.

I.n the great houses 9 the shimmer of gold in the

wall hangings picked up and reflected every beam of lighte
In the efforts of the artie ts to find novel expression of
their ideas, they revolted against restrictions imposed
by the classical ruleeo

In the field

or

poetryt this

revolt manifested its presence in experimentation in verse

form and a. search for fresh subject matter,.
The use of the restless oval, _o rnate and repetitlous
decoration, and the incessant sense of motion . are all to be
found in the construc ti on~ The Faert e Q,ueen.!.,
.

.

The

.

'

movement of the characters in and Qut ~9f the story is
comparable to the elliptical orbits of the planets as they ''

swing around in their travels, appearing and disappearing~
to reappear later in different settinges

Spenser delights .

in le:rish use of c 010:r and appeal .to the senses; he keeps
his characters constantly
in mot ion ..O . and they move freely~
.
~

as figures in a dream.

He visualizes earthly beaut.v as the

1teflection of Heavenly Love; the world and its creatures
,-., ;

~
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are but shadowy refleotiona of the Ideal Patterns.

The

mirror is used as a symbol and as a devioe, for instancep
as Britom.art sees the face of her true knight, Artegell, in
her glass ..

Spenser uses sets of opposites well, especially in
treating of Light and Darkness ..
are gladsome and exuberanto

His descriptions of Day

"The joyous day gan early to

appearp" or 9 "And Phoebus fresh» as bridegroome to his mate,
Came daunoing forthp shaking his dewie haire," and "The
golden Sunne his glistering head gan shew." .
But when he speaks of Darkhess we read, "UPt
Dreary Dame, of Darnkess Q,Ueene," r or · of· '" ;g :rls-ly·-.Night with .

Tisage deadly sad, That Phoebus cheerful face durst never
Tiew,."

She wears .a "foule blacke pitch:i.e mantle," drives

hitched to her chari ot' -" ooleblacke steede of hellish
breed," and "the drooping Night thus oreepest on them fast ,"
With her sable mantle, she "gan shade the · face of earth.,"
And Spenser combines these antonyms suoee~fully:

"From

c-.

heaven high to chase t 11! · cheerless dark~, With merry note
salutes the mounting .lark:."
The central idea in the Second Book of The Faerie

Ru~ene is the Ari stotelian Yirtue of Moderation.

Each

pair or grouping of characters · emonstrates the effects of
excess and d~fioienoy.

The fawning and . servile Tram.part
•

• ·

I

>-;;.>

(a sixteenth century Uriah Heep) and the _loud, blustering

1

,
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"Braggodocc io ma:ke. a 0·0mplementa:ry pai-r ;. the si' sters

Perli ssa ~

Medina, and ElissaV indicate by their names their roles..

'j,

Grill and Cymochles are men who indulge natural appetites to
an ugly satiety; . Guyon is tbJ exemplification of· the temp~Fate
man who struggles to win his battle againat the SeTen Deadly
Sinse

Amavia dies after succumbing to over-whelming griet 0

her husband perishes from over-indulgence in sexual satisfactionQ
In Belphoebe, the prototype of innocent virginity, fleeing
before male desirep we have an exact contrast to Aorasia,
~hose chief occupation is entertaining her lustful paramours .
The Palmer, Reason, follows Sir Guyon as closely as possible~
and when the knight •e "hastie hand so far from reason stray•d~"
through "goodly handling and wiee temperance" this unassuming

guide points hia wayo
By these selected examples, one oan appreciate the

gr~at oare Spenser lavished upon working out .his motifs in
the elaborate storie ·s that lace in and out .of the rather
loose plot&

Another of his fundamental interests is the

conception of Mutability, which he develops by using
mythologiG8l references to embellish his central ideao
The myth of Venus and Adonis is chosen for the frame
of the story of the .n:e.rTeloue Garden of Adonis.,

Here

I

Wioked Time wit.h his scythe mows down the flowering herbs~
but "there is continual spring and harvest there, continual,
both meeting at one time."

From this luxuriant greenhouse
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of life, the daily creation of fresh forms doea not decrease
the stock of primal mattero

The thousand naked babes are

sent forth to liTe in "mortal state," and when they return
to the Garden 0 they are planted again and grow afresh, as
though they had never been involved in fleshly corruptione 38
Here the Platonic theory of immortality is personified in
Adonis; the female (matter) ie represented by Venus 0 who is
impressed with the mle (form)» Adoniso

The basic

composition of .matter is always the same, even though
Tarious shapes may be imposed upon it temporarilyo 3 g
In the Mutability Cantos. Spenser plays as it were
upon the great organ of his philosophy.

He had always

emphasized the transitory nature of things of this worldp
( as in the . very begill'lllings in Th~~uine ! qf Till!:,) but in
his later works 9 this theme is elevated and refined,,
Spenser eloquently defends the Platonic universe of order
and harmony and works out a eatisfactory compromise between
the forces of Mutability and Order.

He was able to

incorporate somewhat divergent beliefs into a vigorous
Christian faith 0 and much as Thomas Aquinas adapted the
t~aohings of Aristotle for the Medieval Church, Spenser
sprinkled the pagan myths with the holy water of Protestantismo
38

-

39

Ibide p IIIi, 33.

-

Ibid.,

I)

·III, 38e
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In f!lct II Lewis bolds that the Fae~i,e Q,ueene · i
deeply religious book than Paradi•e L~ato 40

e. more

Using the ancient etory of the struggle between the
Titans and the Gods as his vehicle, Spenner tells of the
battle against Permanenoe waged by the forces or Chan8eG

The Titaneas is the enemy or all earthly things 9 "That all
whioh Nature had establisht first in good estate, ~nd in
meet order rangee"

He recognized the futility of man's

attempts to hold back Time 9 but he doea not subsoribe to
defeat1smo

Edmund Spenser

states his affirmatiYe Tiew of

the outcome for all who care to read o

r.·oha.nge ie but the

mode in which Permanenoe expresses itself; Reality is
~Eterne in mutabilityo'"~l

In addition to these great themes running throughout
Spenser 9 s poetry, many attitudes generally aooepted in the
Sixteenth Century are eTidento

By his matter=of¢faot

presentation, we oe.n infer universal adoption of such feudal
ideas as inherited qualities of nobility and the Tast
condescension felt by the aristocracy for the maesese 42
In a phrase which is classic, he speaks of the crowd
pouring from the besieged castle of Una 0 o parents as "the
raskal manye"
40Lewie

41

Their gullibility and childishness are

9

Alleeary 0 Po 3550

Ib1dop Po 3560

42Lectures by Dre Ralph ~ainwater, English 553
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particularized as they gawk at the dragon and discuss various
possibilities of danger from the very dead monster. 43
The following passages implement the assumption that
true nobility can be acquired only by gentle birth:
(Braggadoocio has stolen Sir Guyon's horse ad
armor, and he t magt ne s -he :the r eby · becomes :a kni~ht a}
So to hi a steed he got, and gan to ride,
As one unfit therefore tba t all might see
He had not trayned bene in ch~~alree.
Which well that valiant courser did discerne;
For he despised to tread in dew degree,
But chaf'd and fom'dt with courage fierce and sterne 9
And to be rasii. of that base burden still did
( y) erne e . ·

'!'here is I know not what great difference
Between the vulgar and the noble seed ,
Which unto things of valorous pr etence
Seemes to be borne by native influence
As feates of armes and love to entertaine
But chiefly skill to ride, seemes a science
Proper to gentle blood; some others faine
To manage steed, as did this vaunter, but in vainee 45
One can deduce then that the idea.ls of liberty,
equa.11 ty, and fraternity were not popular among either the
intellectuals or the power structure of Spenser•s timee
However, this faith in the aristocracy of birth was disavowed
by

the advocates of the American and French Revolutions, the

Romantics .
More in keeping with the nobility of the common man
is the figure of Satyrane, the "Noble Salvage.,"

43

Spenser, Faerie sueene It xii~ 9.

44 Ibid.,
--=,

45

9

Book II, Canto ii i , Stanza 46.,

Ibid., Book II, Canto iT, Stanza 1.,

-==-=
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of Nature is eTer on the side of right and is very gentle
and protectiTe of Una (Trutq).

He picks up Florimell 9 s

gir,dJ_e from the M ashore and stages a tournament later»

offering the magic belt as the prizeG
The symbolism implicit in the worship of the wild
creatures for Una. is m~re compatible, too, with the philosophy
of the Romantic Age = that often Truth will abide with the

common folk, or the unsophistioated, when it is cast out
by the social and intellectual leaders, or abandoned by

organized religion~

We can see from this brief survey that Spenser's
use of mythology was adapted to his desire to express

gracefully and colorfully his theses:

that Man is ever on

an endless quest for Truth and Heavenly Beauty, and that the

changeful world, like a vast wheel, runs from old to new,
coming back in time to the very beginning of the cycle.
The influence . he had upon Mil ton and the Roman ti c
poets is generally acknowledged; however, many examples of
similarity may be from a poet's knowledge of, or acquaintance

with, the same sources available to Spens er e

Ther efor~p we

shall not try to eay categorically that eTery instance is
a direct result of Spenser•s influence, but we shall note
interesting parallels, and when so instructed by the poet• s
own words, wil l assume that he, too, ha s wander 0 d all

bemused in Spenser 0 s "faerie londe"
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Even before the Romantic spirit actually emerged
in Engl.and 1 the Neo=Classicists recognized something of
value in Edmund Spenservs poetryo

The religious wars of the

Seventeenth Century bad been replaced by a general indifference
to religious controversy, but a respect still existed for
traditional standards.

The classic virtues were venorated:

those virtues listed by Aristotle» expanded by the Church,
and personified by Spenser.

The epics and Gothic talee of

the earlier writers had fallen into disrepute; the Age of

Reason reserved approval for the French style and the
classic "rules."

Enthusiasm was regarded with distaste 0

and the Neo=Classio critics strove f or the impeccable
manner in whioh to present their thoughts.

Form was the

prime consideration in the Eighteenth Century.

However,

this interest in clarity and restraint aid not shut out

·' '.1

altpgether a recognition of originality, aithough we must .· .,. ,.:
be careful to remember the meaning

of

originality at this time.

To Alexander Pope and Dr. johnson "originality"
meant the ability of the great writer to observe life at
first hand; an

"original" was close to the source of things ,

and he alone could report nature aocurately.
.
.,

Nature embraced

the whole realm of being, starting with . the loweet forms of
, .I.:,

-

.

life and proceeding up to the highest• the mind and nature ·
of man.

The great originals alone. were exempt from the
classic ruleso 46

46
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The materialist philosophy of John Locke was active
in English thought, although the early disciples of the : .
ta,b1,1la rasa did not .P ercei ..,~ the danger to the privileged

classes latent in the enunciation of men's natural rights.
Locke laid great emphasis on aceepting the evidence of man's
senses and held that th! laws of nature, though involved
and seemingly paradoxical, were ultimately reasonable and
beneficent.

or

This search for reason and order in all phases

life was accompanied by a critical observation of

natural proceseeeo
Appreciation of nature had not diminished, but the
conclusions regarding the structure of the universe had
ohangede · scientific observation

ot

nature promised to

yield the final truth 1 about man and his environment.

The

orderly world of Sir Isaac Newton presented hope of a life
ruled by ·p re di ct able laws of nature, waiting only on man• s
understa.nding and employment o'r th~se law·s . · J!)ighteenth
Century philosophers felt that human lite itself could thus
be observed and improved; the correct attitude was cool
detachment, rejection of "innate" feeling, and acceptance
of man's nature .

Alexander Pope was the proper spokeeman ,

for 't hia rational view, and in his poem, "An Essay on Man,"
he eet forth his views that Man should study Man$
Using the he roio couplet as his measure, Pope
developed his argument by deductive reasoning, outlining

.

,
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his thought step by step; he came to his conclusion,
"WhateYer is, is right."

We he.Ye already mentioned his

Yiews on the value of obserYing nature at first hand and

the place of originality in writing, but in the "Essay on
Criticism," we find another attitude toward nature, an
e-valua tion of nature as an art 1st.
One oould hardly choose an atmosphere more unlike
the world of Newton and Pope than the neTer-neTer land of
Spenser's Faerie ~ueeq~; therefore, it may be surprising
to find agreement in Pope'• lines with Spenser's view that
an effort, no matter how trivial, on the part of nature,
unaided, can achieYe the t "gr.a ce beyond the reach of art. " 47
HoweYer, Pope does not make an association of art or
art if iciali ty with malevolence, as Spenser does; f urth.ermore,
by "Nature" he means the general order, the perfect plan,
the art which is unknown to Man.
Between Pope and the Forerunner of the Romantic
Mo-vement come the critical essays of Dr. Johnson, in which
the work of the genius is extoll~d ~s presenting universal
behavior (nature) in its truest light.

Dr. Johnson was

among those writers responsible for modifying the rigidity
of Neo-Classioism and preparing the way for the early
Romantics.

A few years later, Edmund Burke, on the one

47 Alexander Pope, An Essay on Criticism, I, 153.
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hand supporting the ideals of the .American Revolution and
on the ot~r deprecating the terrors of the French
Revolution, set forth wba t he considered the true rights
of man; however, Burke

escribed a need for the "pleasing

drapery" of ceremony and emotion in governmente

The

nobility of the chivalric code had much appeal for himg
and he stated that Euro pean civilization was based on the
spirit of relig1one 48
During the years between the reign of Charles I
and the Restore. tion, new influences were coming· into English
life.

The French influence showed in the gardens of the

time:

the vista, the enclosed view, the ordered walks,

and

fountains.

Later

the effect of Ital ian architecture

took form in the large rooms, square windows, and the
acceptance of the Palladian style for the new houses of the
court ciroleo

However ,

among the English people there

remained a stubborn attachment of their own s tyle, even
though it

appeared unrefined and unsophisticated to the

Continental

mind◊

We find a deliberate attempt by Thomas Parnell to
go back to the earl ier English style of language and verse
forme

He write~ in the stanza of Chauoer•s ~Sir Thopas"

48Eamund Burke, "Reflections on the Frenoh
Re volution?" 35 ..
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and rather amateurishly misuses the ancient language. 49
Following this trend, Allan Ramsay called for a re-examination
of old Scottish legends and encouraged the younger poets

to write of their native land.
In John Dyar•s "Grongar Hill," we begin to find
references to groves, grottoes, old castles, ragged walls 9

and ancient towers, = all symptomatic of the Romantic trend
of thought.

Following comes James Thomson, another Scot,

who uses the Spenserian stanza in The Castle of Indolenoee
His descriptions of nature in The Seasons reveal an accurate
observation of the world about him.

His poetry is typically

replete with waterfalls, tempests, ~rottoes, mountains,
and vales, and continues the line of reasoning that the

world of nature 9 following the inexorable cycle of the
seasons, achieves beauty beyond the reach of man..

Much

later, Wordsworth was to invest love and appreciation of
nature with morality.

He urged, "Come forth into the light
of things, Let Nature be your teacheren 50
As the Romantic Movement gained momentum, the poets

moved with facility in the discipline of nature worship and
_avoided direct refere'noe to the Great Mother.

Even in the

poetry of this period, the sensitive reader may find traces
of the awe and mystery attributed by the ancients to the
dark goddess, that somber spirit whose celebration had
49

Thomas Parnell, "A Fairy Tale e"

50 w111iam Wordsworth, "~he Tables Turned," 2l-24e
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demanded rites so terrible that they were shrouded . in
secreoy0

In ancient times, the ~inister frame of referenoe

had been transformed by the substitution of a male divinity
(by both the Greek and He brew theology), and accordingly 9

was sublimated into a feminization of the natural beauty
and harmony of the uni verse..

This concept was broadened

still further when artists associated the Beauty of nature

with reverence for the Intellect that could conceive of
suoh orea tion ..
By the Eighteenth Century, feminine characterization

of nature had largely given over to the rationalization of
universal laws, and the ancient mysteries were about to
be explained away in scientific termsG

Given timet man

would yet work out the riddle of the universe.

were complacent in their prescription of
Platonism to one part Christianitye

two

The Deists

parts of Neo=

Man was in his proper

niche, and this niche was somewhere between the tadpole
and the constellationso

This natural order was often

described as the vast ... ohain..,of'--being
Pope had expressed respect for order ~uccinotly in
"An Essay on Man$"

He says 9 "The general order, since the
wnole began, Is kept in Nature and is kept in Mane n 51 He,"
promotes the vast=ohain--of=being motif as . a guide to an
understanding of the place man occupies in creation.,
.....

51 Pope, "Essay on Man " VP 171, 172.,
9

One

',1-,.
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of the Eighteenth Century {Forerunners 9 Edward Young~ carries
\ ..,J/

on with the same idea in "Night Thoughts$"

Young describes

man as a "distinguished link in being 9 s endless cllai n0" 52
Spenser, one should r emember, had not only spoken of the

links in the ohain of creation, but ~

ls~ described the

virtues of man in terms of a golden chalng Magnamini ty j by
means of which man could achieve sal vatione

Spenser did

not share the belie f that humanity can save itself by the
use of human resou rces ; he believed that t hrough Heavenly
Grace alone man can overcome the s i ns of the worldG 53
James Thomson comes closer to Spenser's view in
The Seasons.

He concludes thet love is the organizing

force in the unive rse, , keeping balance and order therein $
I

t

I

.

He envisions a "rising system" from the miner al strata up
to the highest level - the mind of man., 54 . .- ·
William Collins is most outspoke n in his praise of
Spenser, but he is not concerned with explaining the unive rse
in terms of order . , Collins is captivated by the possibili ties

in man and natur e .

He loved the Greek style and strove for

purity in thought .

HoweTer, he broke with trad i tion when he

wrote "An

Ode on the Popular Supere t i t i ons of the Highlands

of Scotland""

This expression of the Celtic spirit cite s , , . ·

52 Edward Youn g p "Night Thoughts," I, 73a
53 Spenser
·
54

9

Faerie Q,ueene 9 I, vi ii 9 L ,

James Th~mson 9 ~ ~J!~

S~ "Autumn~" 1361~

\.1
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Runic berds, uncouth lyres, fairy folk, witches, and a
)

referenoe to Tasso 9 e bleeding tree that Spenser placed by
the spring .in the Faerie Queeneo 55
Spenser's "golden chain of concord" was aooepted
and expanded by the later Romantic poets with even greater

---=---•
immortal spirit growe

facilityo

Word·eworth strikes this note firmly in The Preludee
-=-----

Dust as . we are., the
Like harmony in music; there is a dark
Inscrutable workmanship that reconciles
Discordant elemggtsp makes them cling together
In one society.,

Coleridge inTents a striking metaphor comparing
nature, "all of animated nature," to a huge concourse of ·
harps» swept by the hands of God. 57
The heavenly music even has its e ffeot upon the
animal world, as Coler idge tells us in "Lewti O ' ' the bird s
themselves seem to mo ve in accordance with ' some "heavenly
tune.,"
Shelley was so enraptured with tne conception of
the Ideal Beauty that .piost of his poetry is imbued with this
idea to some extent0 .1i He describes Concord in the universe as
"circling systems forming a wilderness of . harmony."

He

further declares that even the faintest human thought becomes
a "link in the great chain of Nature., .. 5 s
55

· William Collins, "An Ode on the Popular Supersti tions

of the Highlands of Scotland."

56 wordsworth, The Prelude~ I, 340=344e
67
samuel Taylor Coleridge, ~The Eolian Harp," 45e
58Peroy Bysshe Shelley, Queen Mab, III, 106.,
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Of the Spirit of Poesy he says, "and all its pulses
beat Sym.phonious to the planetary sphere so''

Panthea speaks

in Prometheus Unbound of the "singing Spirits .. ''

The

Demogorgon replies that Earth is a , sphere of "divinest shapes
and harmonies. 1• 59
Byron salutes

this eternal harmony as "the soul ·

and source of music" which bind all things with beauty,,

tl)~)··\~,,..

Here we have a reference to the fabled girdle of Venus,
which we will discuss later in relation to the feminine
characters created by the Romantic PoetsQ 6
Keats makes

°

---

a plea to a descended Plea id, am asks if one of her
.

sister stars c~n be trusted to keep her spheres in tune and

to shine in her placeo

This elaborate compliment is

addressed to a young lady of very doubtful worth by an
ingenuous young man, in character something like the guile=
less Red Cross Knight. 61
This harmony described by the later Romanticists is

quite different from the "order" with whi~h the Eighteenth
Century philosopher~ ~ought to invest the universe.

The

Romantic point of view looks beyond the admittedly chaotic .·
material world to find a divine reality

=

man's shortcomings.

and sins are not denied, but there is a deep and fundamental
5 ~ShelleyP Prometheus Unbound, 515, 52le

60
51

iord Byron, Childe Harold, III, 90.
Keats, "Lamia," I, 2650

(1
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har~ony between the soul of man and Natur e itself o

The

closer to Nature man U:t'es, the mo:'r~ like God he may beoomeo

Love is assumed to be the motivating power in the scheme of
things, e"fen as Chaucer's Nun had indicated, "Amo~ v:incit,
omnia." · This idea was carried a step further in the belief
that man was essentially good in his native surroundingsp
and that civilization tended to corrupt him.

A whole scl1ool

of thought sprang up about this concept of the "Noble

Savage," inspired by the writings of Rousseau.

We will

mention this later in the discussion of one of Shelley 0 s .
oharacterso

Closely associated in Platonic thought with the
harmony of the uni verse is the transl tory and shadowy
quality of all earthly things..

-

All life ie but a refleo=

tion of Reality, and Spenser uses the mirror as a symbol
and device for plot development as well .

The baroque style

was lavish with the reflecting pool and the ornate, wall~
length mirror; artiets of the day felt that a lovely creation
wa! worth seeing twic e
effecto

=

that the ~ o r image doubled the ·
.

---

The mirrored .. image was one of the conceits of the

pastoral school, and Spenser was a master in the disciplines
of this oonven tion.,

The very faoe of Une. 9 . our Lady of

Truth 9 is but a mirror which reflects the h~avenly Light.,
Britomart sees her true love in the looking glass of Venus ;
the vision of the Fae r ie Q,ueene herself inspires Prince
Arthur to his quest ..

The malevolent figures of the false

,,.,...
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Una and the dream knight-errant are very real to the
oharaoters in the story.

Modern psychology seems to be

returning full oirole to the ancient idea that perhaps the
dream world within is the real one~ after all.
In the Romantic Period, we find frequent us~ of
the mirror as a symbol of reflected truth and the character=
ization of life as a pha.ntasmagoriae

Keats is very deft

with this symbolism in "Lamia 9 " the serpent=woman who
appears beautiful to the unpero·e ptive eye,.
In

a street

scene, there shines a silver lamp

reflected in the pools of water below like a. star ..

When

the young Lycius falls under Lamia'~ spell, he looks into

her eyes 9 ·"Where he was mirror 0 d ismal l in paradise," and
he calls his beloved, "My small silver planetett 62
Superfioially, this remark seems to be complimentary,
but Keats is reminding' us that the moon - is

an

inconstant

celestial body and po~sesses only a reflected light, not

one of its c:mn$

The crowds in the Corinth festival "threw

their moving shadows on the wall," and Lycius lost his
dream where _"reason :fades on the ca).ni twilight of Platonic ,
shades~"

In the tragic scene of Lamia' !I unmasking

(reminiscent of Prince · Arthur's treatment of Duessa),
Lycius shrieks to the Gods» whose dreadful images repres~nt
thei r ahadowy presences~

In the same manner, Endymion tells his sister Peona
of his finding pictures in the clouds, "melting the mirror
through\)" and later, he sees

tre

of his dream goddess mirrored in

c:....--· .

bright and beaufiful
fac~
.,..-~

we,l.l~

These . phantoms

are foreshadowing of the experiences he is to have latero
Blake in , the Book of Thel contributes:
mp: ·

:::-:t

~

Why :fades the lotue of the water,
· Why fade these children of the sping 0

born but to smile and fall?
Thel is like a watery bow 9 and like a
parting cloud;
Like a retle ci1gg in a glass; like i;madows
in the water.

Ahl

The dome• of pleasure in the inimitable "Kubla Kha.n~ seems even more .· fanciful because of the mirror concept:
"The shadow of the dome of pleasure

floe ted

midway on the

waves .. i,
One would expect the rebellious Lord ,.Byron to aband on
the calm reflective tone, and in Childe HiiroHl • s P!,~a$.rima2~·

he addresses the deep and dark blue ooean 9 "Thou glorious

mirror, where the Almighty's form glasses . itself 1,n tempest s;
'·

in all time .. oothe imge of Eternity 9 tM throne of the
Invisible .... 54 In a more ~ranquil vein» he speaks of Lake

_,c_.,,..,

Leman, that "woos me with its crystal faoe,/ The mirror whe;re
the stars and mountains view The stillness /of their aspect.,"
Speaking of the complexity of life, he compares 1 t to a
I'

6.3 Will 1am Blake . The Book of . Thel
9
64

Byron~ Childe Harold 9 !Vp 183e

9 .

I, 5=9 ..
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broken mirror 9 in which the 1ma.ge has been multiplied by
eaoh fragment,, and the perfection of the image is marred,
like~wiseo 65

-

To find one of the most detailed and ex.plioi t

passages imbued with the oave and shadow idea, we have only
to look at Wordsworth's Preludee

In Book VIII, which!)

incidentally, is rich in specific references to Spenser 8
Wordsworth depicts the traveler as passing with "torches
into some huge eave,tt and he sees "a canopy of shapes and
forms" that "shift and vanish, change and interchange like
spectres.rt
In the same passage, the Fla tonic theme of form
stamped upon shapeless matter is characterized into figures

representing various types of· human vocation.

For a more

personal application!) the castle mirrored in the quiet
waters of the bay symbolizes the repose of the poet's spirit,
at that time untouched by grief; the storm wtiich shattered
the "Illlage" of the castle also shattere~ t:00 . soul of

Wordsworth$
drowning.)

(He refers to the death of his brother by
He says he had been ingenuous in thinking the

gentle aspect or the Ocean to be the significant feature. 66
Wordsworth paints a vivid moment in "Grasmere Lake" as he

65
66

Ibido, III, 330
wordsworthp "Elegiac Stanzas," 12c
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looks at the evening stars and , plane t s reflected in the wa tel" .

(rather than looking directly at the sky), and as he gazesp
the waters seem to be more than a mirror; strange deeps
threaten a frightening re velation.

We must not omit a

lovely lake from "Yarrqw Unvisited" wherein the swans float
double, "swan and shadowo"

The calm of the rural mill pond

is distilled into this serene reflection.

Coleridge explores still further th is reflected
quality of the ao,,,oalled world of reality.

In "Froet at

Midnight" be speaks of Nature who interprets eTerywhere
""Eoho or mirror seeking of i tself.,"
.

.

He states ·tha. t the
.

•nature lover who see s reflections in the world about hlm . =
the maesy clouds above, the high mountain crags as they are
mirrored in the lake below= will more readily perceive
th'e "lovely shapes and sounds" of God's presence here on
.

:e artho

67

Shelley si ng s to Emily in "Epip s y·ch i dion" of "An

image of some bright Eternity; A shadow of some golden
dreamo"

He woos her with a vision of an isle under Ionian

skies where
Goethe Earth and Ocean seem
To sleep in one another's arms 'p and dream

Of waves, flow~rs, cloudsp woods, rooks, and all
that we
Read in their smiles and cal 1 reel ity. 68

~7Coleridge, "Frost at Midnight," 55"."52.,
68
shelley, "Epipsychidion," 509=512&
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Closely assoeia ted with the idea that this world is a place
of reflected images,;-";,as the idea of impermanence and

C_,,

/

mortality.
Spenser's awareness of Mutabil ity pervades all of
his poetry~ and one must read him with this thought constantly
in mindo

'l'he bitter =aweet quality that he achieves is

h~ightened b.V

tm

reminder that all this loveliness 1 all

this beauty must soon v too soon, be goneo

Even at the joyous wedding feast of Florimell and
Marin ell 11 a plaintive note, like the lengthening shadows
of the afternoon sun, slante athwart the gay badinageo

"There we leave them in pleasure and repast ..
.

G

~

I

.such ladies

and such lovely knights," says Spenser .. 69

This recognition of the passage of time is universal
among poets 9 a.00: we find a wide range of writing about this
subject, from the carpe diem song to the solemn preachmeri ts

of Parnell~ Young and Gray..

Young relates the cyole of

nature to the change~ of man's existenoea

Ee reasons that

what we experience is revolution, change, but not de~th. 70

Cowper in "Yardley Oak" states his belief even more strongly:
oha.nge is the only thing that is permanent ..
'11he

quiet beginning of Gray 0 s "Elegy" lulls the

unsuspecting reader into a false sense of security "' the

.

69

spenser, The Faerie Queenep V9 iii, 400

70 Eaward Young
9

"Night Thoughts 9 " vi 9 698.

.....
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pastoral figures am sounds, the close of the day ... and
then he jolts us with his blunt statement of mankind 9 s
common fateo

The proximity of the homely activities of

the living to the irrevocable etillness of ~he graYe makes
the r~ader aoritely conscious of the imminence of death$
Blake» in a more graceful mannert avoids the
appearance of sermoniziI,1g.,

The Cloud speaks of mutability

in The B93k_of J~el as a natural phenomenon. like the
waterdrop; it rises, purifies itself, and de~oends in its
"tenfold lifeo"

Thel, the youngest of the shepherdesses,

stands by the waters of Adona and wails the passage of time0
Yet she· refuses to take the essential step toward Experience
which would insure her return to Innocence, thus completing
the cycle .. 71
Shelley spells out the myth of Adonis; "Adonai~••
· is the personification of Mutabilitye

He describes the same

Garden of Adonis that bemused ue in the Fae~ie gueene, but
in his own verse and metre:
He is a portion of the loveliness

Which once he made more lovely: he doth bear
His part, while the one Spirit•e plastic stress
Sweeps through the dull dense world, comp~lling
there
All new successions to the forms they wear. 72
This prescience of the i nevitable conquest of Time

ls round in all the Romantic poets. but with Shelley
71Harold Bloom, A Visionary Com~anr (Garden City,
9
New York: Doubleday & Coe, 1§61), Pe 4 a
72 shelleyp "Adonais~ 43.
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mutability becomes almost an obsession,.

"The flower that

smiles today Tomorrow dies,, he reminds us; "0 World J
0 Life i
die

=

O time 3"

First we suffer as our restless pleasures

and then our hopes fade with the passing of time.

These familiar lines from Shell~y 0 s shor ter poems reveal
his sorrow for the evanescent beauty of this world.

As Byron meditates on the ruins or Venice, "Where in
were cast the heroic

am

the free, The beautiful, the brave,

the lords of earth and sea," he contrasts the beings of the
mind with things of clay.

He says that the creations of

the artist outlast the triumphs of Qonqueet and the king~
doms and the principal! ties of earth. 73
Ke at

wrote as if he knew h is days l'lere short, and

this premonition lends a melancholy to his arto

"On Seeing

the Elgin Marbles" is an explicit state~ent of hie acceptance of mortalityf but we find a more sensi tive treatment

of mutability i n his lat.e r poems.,
For exa,mplep in "Ode to Melancholy," we read,
"She dwella in Beauty,~ Beauty that must die; And Joy
whose hand is ever a t his lips Bidding adieu . "

And the

rueful sa l utation to the f a i r youth of the Gre cian urn
serves to make the reader ~ware of his own susceptibility
to the pasa1.ng moments ..

For Keats, Spenser, more than any

other English poet, had suooessfully used myth for both
73 Byron, Childe Harold, IV, 56
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de coration and symbol.

To symbolize the constant battle

between Men and Time~ Keats uses the same myth of the Titans
that Spenser had developed in the Mutability Cantos,,
Spenser poses the riddle of permanence in the midst of ohange»
but Keats has the Titans, representing Change, give OTer to
,74
a race of gods superior in beauty and magnaminity.,
--'/
1

Wordsworth 9 too 9 was haunted by the same eober theme,,
The expressive lines from "Ode:

Intimations of Immortality"

heYe a truly uniTersal acceptance,.

Twentieth Century

novelists have found in this particular poem an appropriate
i

source of book title s ; there is something in the philoso~hy
expressed which .- appeals to the existential tempera

Perhaps

in selecting the lines which point up the futility of man °s
existence, the modernists have subconeciously hugged close
the accompanying assurance of man ws a igni ty .a nd wortb.,
~ee~onothing can

bring back

the hour of splendor in the

grass, of glory in the flower 0 "

Wordsworth d~clares, yet

he goes on to say that man can aohieve , tb,e faj_th that look~
beyond death . 75
As mentioned earlier , eYil masquerading as good is
one or·man'e most anc i ent and most perplexing problems, and
this masquerade fascinated Spenser, as it has intrigued
\

74nouglas Bush9 Metholo!~ and the Roman~ie Traditiong
(New York:: Pageant Book o.,, 1 .. 7} P P• l2le
75wordsworth "Ode: Intimations of Immortality "
0
0
x, 177, 178.
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poets since time (and poetB) begano

The ma!ks of evil

presented by Spenser are not subtle; he ~ants his reader
to get the message unmistakably 9 and sometimz)1e goes to
tiresome lengths to be sure that one knows just how wicked
an alluring creature iso

For instance, he tells us not

once but many times how extremely nefarious Duessa is; he
is careful each time that he speaks of her beauty and her
undeniable attraction for the knight, to say quickly

what

a terrible person she is underneath that goodly and shimmer=

ing ekine
The idea of deception is one which lends itself to
conflict, upon which drama builds, and the Romantic poets

were alert to the possibilities of human emotions involved
in the act of deception$

William Blake . employs his device

·in the most obvious manner in "A Poison Treeo"

The "apple

bright" is symbolic of all the ap ples of sin ,from Eve to
Snow White, of all th e promises truste~ in and broken by
moder n man and woman.

The "Garden of Love" i s a charnel=

house instead ·of a flower bedo
Coleridge weaves a longer poe~ about this theme of
hidden eTil.,

"Christabel~ is the chillin~ account of a

guileless, beautiful girl who is deceived by a witoh=womane
Christabel meets a damsel in the moonlight; the strange
lady is charming, her voice is sweet, her answer "meete"
This introduction gives little foreshadowing of the

t rue nature of this ladye

Her story is one to excite pity

47

and admiration.

One needs only recall Duessa's account of

her adventures to the Red Cross Knight to become aware of
the similarity of the two narratives.

Geraldine is able to

possess Christabel completely; Coleridge significantly fills
his Gothic tale with psychological detailse

To compound the

tragedy of Christabel 0 s seduction, she is unable to convince
Sir Leoline of Geraldine 0 s demonic affinityo 75
Southey criticized this

srune

tendency toward mis=

taken identity in .his stirring "Ode" written in 1814e

He

quotes Scripture effectively, speaking of Napoleon.
For sdoner shall the Ethiop change his skin
Or from the leopard shall her spots depart 9
Than this ma.n change his old flagitious hearte
o o e o

& ~ & &
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When Heaven such
way
To good and evil
Before him which
But evil was his

grace vouchsafed him that the
lay
to ch99seo
goode

Shelley speaks with bitterness of his disillusionment in "The Mask of Anarchy" and remarks\) "I. met Murder
on the way

l)

He had a mask like Castlereaghe" . Byron~ who

like Southey had formerly idealized Napoleon Bonaparte,
says scathingly in the "Ode to Napoleon Bonaparte," · "Ohf

ne'er may tyrant leav~ behind
kind.,"

""'

a brighter

name to lure man-

In "The Bride of Abyaos P ' ' he follows the familiar

7°Coleridge
77

9

"Christabele"

Robert southeyv "Ode", 33, 47~

"'-

line of portraying woman as the fair deceiver, upon whose
mind was stamped the image of the "dread yet lovely

serpent o"
Don Juan remains the male prototype of the darkly

handsome Gothic hero, damned in his search for a happiness
elusiTe and unattainable

9

corrupting all who come near him-o

In the Haidee episode on the island~ he is both the victim
expelled from Paradise and the intruder who wrecks the
happy gardeno 78
Keats reTeals ambivalent feelings tcmard femininity
by his portrait of Lamia, the snake-womano

He directs the

reader's attention to the many faces of Eve= and th!
happened long before Freud became popular~ 79 · The o-ool

unperturbed gaze of La Belle Dame of the «wild, wild eyes"
laid an almost fatal spell upon the wretched wight in
"Le. Belle Dame Sans Merel$"

The language, the symbols,»·

the dream setting= all are strongly Spenseriane

The pale

kings and warriors in thrall are oomparab~e to the
miserable oaptiv:es in the dungeons of Pride0

"Endymion" is a baroque treatment of Diana's
attachment to the beautiful young mortal; therein we find
the gardens of Adonie 9 the false Circe and her enchanted
78Karl Kroeber, Romantic Narrative Art~ (Madison;
fhe Uni•ersity of Wisconsia Press, 19go), p~ 1570
79

Kea ts, "Lamia

0

n
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bowerp fair Pastorella in the bandit's den, man 9 s weakness
in the face of temptation by woman~ all favorite themes
of Spenser o SO
In each case, evil» when e xposed~ becomes even more
repulsive when eeen in . juxtaposition to the beauty of
the exterior maskG
Corollary to this critical evaluation of apparent
good, or surface beauty, is the Neo=Platonic belief that
in contrast to eternal beauty, this earthly beauty is
nothing&

Not only will man be led astray if he follow

earthl,v charms and pleasures, but he will miss the pa th
th.at leads to the heavenly beauty for which each man's
soul hungerse

This Ideal Beauty is

often symbolized by

a fountain hidden deep in a garden, or in a forestp far
from the eyes of the insensitive world&

E"-rthly beauty is

not of itself evil, however, and often-;-•, ie embodied in a

virtuous womanp may prove t~ be the ladder by which man
may ascend to the celestial beautye

This idealization of
,y

human love is cha.ra ~terized by the phrase() 11 Platonic love<!)" -.,.
Mortal beauty will of necessity suf rer in comparison to
heavenly beauty, and no matter how bright the beauty of
this earth may seem, it will fade when placed in contrast
to the Ideal Beautye

Spenser captures the essence of Platonic=Christian
pnilosophy in "An Hymne of Heavenly Lovee''

He oontends

]nstructional Mclterials Ce nter

.'\ \Jackson · 1lle State College

f}
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that in the clear

beams

of celest i al beauty p all earthly

glories fade and seem as dirt and drosso

This assumption

conditions the discussion of beauty by Keats and Shelleyo
Within the fountainhead of Shelley~s conception of
the Ineal Beauty is his aoceptanoe of Spenser 9 s thesis that
earthly beauty is impermanent, and therefore» falseo

The

Platonic belief is that earthly beauty (symbolized by
Florimell in The Faerie Q,ueene), although not the highest

type of beauty 0 can be the first step toward a more idealized
beauty&

In Shelley 0 s impassioned love poems we hear this

note again and again .

"How beautiful and calm and free th ou

wert 9 " he sings to Mary, arid continues 9
No more alone through this world's wilderness,
Al though I trod the paths of high intent,
I journeyed now: No more <?Ompan~onless,
Where solitude is like despair , I weht0 81
He speaks of this poem being but a "prelude to a
loftier strain.,"

In "To a Skylark," the eong of the bird

symbolizes this beauty that is almost too much for the human
heart to bear0

The awful unseen power addressed by Shelley

in "Hymn to Intellectual Beauty" i s...-a,_ pproaohed
through deligh t
.. •:
.
in and appreciation of earthly beautyG

The little Arab

girl in "Alastor" is the personifioation of earthly beaut y 0
poseessing a ·certain value of its own 9 but a poor sta

51

for the divine presence of the poet's dreamse

The veiled

maid, whose voice was "like the voice of his own soul/'
conversed with him about knowledge, truth and Tirtuea
Her frame was kindled with a permeating fire, she made
str~nge music upon some strange harp, and with ~her glowing
limbs beneath the sinuous veil of woven wind, her out=

spread arms now bare, her dark looks floating in the breath
of night 9 "she simply folded the sleeping poet in her
embrace," and from that time he was a man possessedo 82
Keats antedates twentieth-century psychology in
his study of Endymion.

The conn ict which tears with such

force within young Endymion 1$ between the power of the
divine beauty of Cynthia (Diana) and the warm, earthly appeal
of the Indian maiden .

The loYer reproaches himself for h im

inconstancy but is unable to resist the joy -of human affeotiona

Here he says, if we may interpret his message, tha t

the artist must often deny hls natural 1nstinots and remai n
. ..

dedicated to a high~r beauty if he expects eontinued inspir.~ ~
tion0

In the poem~ Diana does not rest until she achieves :. -.

the conque st of the "stranger of dark tresses," and only
then does the goddess come to carry Endrmion away.,
young man makes a vow

The

of cha~tityJike the -. vow required of

the young knight set.ting out on the quest for the Holy Gra il.
8 2she lley, "Ala stor""
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This preoccupation with the quest for the Ideal
Beauty, the Truth, is one of the oharaoteristic etigmata
of the Romantioistse

The. poet who was fortunate enough to

be touched by the fire of Poetical Inspiration was never to
stoop to lesser gods.

It is in this connection (of granting

mystioal insight end divine power) that the girdle of
Aphrodite becomes a symbolo

Collins in the "Ode on the

Poetical Charaoter 9 " speaks of
One• only one, unrivalled fair (who)
Might hope the magic girdle wear.
At l!Olemn turney hung on highp
The wish of each love-darting eye
e e

o, •

o o o •
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The band, as fair y legends sayp
Was wove on that creating day. 83
The tournament spoken of above is the festival in
The Faerie Q,ueene in which the prize is Florimell 9 _~ girdle 9

Florimel representing earthly beauty.

The poet is obliged

~"

to be faithful (chaste in his searoh) - to be not content

with ee.cond best .,. or the privilege of wearing the magie
0

girdle will be denied to himo

This quest demanded devotion

to a fanatic degree, and accompanying inspiration was a
\

certain danger to the impostor who followed the Muse for
material or earthly gaino
Thomas Warton reverently mentions the magic touch
in "Pleasures of Melancholy&"

Signifi~antlyp be calls our

attention to the naid=at=arms, Britomart, who passed unharmed
through the corrupt courts of Busirane; Warton pleads with
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the genius of poetry t~ send him such a vision as Spenser
had, in which Cha.etity overcomes the temptations of the
world. 84
James Thomson speaks

or

a sacred influence that

breathes over the soul of the poet~ inflaming his imagination
and causing a multitude of strange and fleet . ideas to swarm

through the fertile mindo

Beattie 0 s defiant minstrelp

"that strange and wayward wight~" had listened to this awful
Voice; he counts the man fortunate to whom the Muse has

granted even a small touch of the " oe e stial fire."
Beattie has a word of .comfort~ too, for the unhappy poet
who achieves no contemporary recognitionp and exhort~ him
to

remain true to his standards and to hold the lyre in
reverence .. 85
Even stodgy Mark Akenside waxes rapturous in "The
Pleasures of

tm

Immagination"; he dreams of sacred founta ins p

shadowy groves, divine harmonies, and communications with

the immortal poets. 86
Collins develops his applic at ion of this figure in

the cone luding lines of his "Odee''
blessed with the gift ~f

pqe,y,

He warns that few are

and h@ assigns a prophetic , .

task to the ser i ous, ,.m ature poet.

Spenser a s sumed this

same posture in the opening lines of the Faerie 9iueel,!! as ·
8

4warton~ Melancholr 0 52 ... 55

85

Jam~s Beattie~ The Minstrel, I, 550

86Mark Akenside The Pleasures of the Imaginat i on»
9
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he leaves the simple plea sure a of the pastoral for the
stern challenges of "fierce warres and f~ithful loves."

"Though ts the. t breathe and wor ds
. , the t burn" is
Gray•s description of bright-eyed Fancy; he continues, to
speak of "the seraph wings of Ecstasy," and "the living
throne, the sapphire blaze. where angels tremble while
they gaze~ "

87

In "The Bard," Gray sees Rapture "waving in the
eye of Heaven her many color 'd wings."
Joseph Warton pays his tribute to the enchantment

of Fancy, in an Ode full of Gothic and Spenserian references .
He ref,e r s to the s trange music which is heard only by the
initia.ted, the heavenly music that shut s out the sounds of
88
the work-a=day worldo

Later, i n the same poem, Warton vows to remain
faithful to his mis tre ss, the Poetic Muse .

He speaks of th e

sacredness of the poe t~s calling» and of the dependence of
the poet upon this "vital aido 11

Here we find explicit the

threat against the poet who sings wi t hout di vine inspirat i one
Blake speaks of the "more th~n . mortal fire that
burns in my so~l, and does my songs inspire."

In~

MarriMe of Hee.Jen and Hell, he says, "The philosophy of
the East taught the first principles of human perception:
87

Gray, "The Progress of Poesy." III, 2 9 100.

88

J. Warton, "Ode to Fancy," 43-47.

we or Iarael taught that the Poetic Geniua was the first
principle and e.11 the others merely deriTatiTe • .,Bi
In contrast to these high-flown notions or a

superAatural source or poetry(, 11 the more mundane, but
no less powertul, poetic inspiration made familiar to us
by Wiliiam Wordsworth.

Wordsworth belieTed that poetry was

a "spontaneous oTerflow of powerful emotion, recollected

.-----

in tranqu1111 ty."

His earlier poetry expresses a reaction

against th111 soi en ti f1 c method; he postule. te s that Nature,
pure and unspoiled, ia all the inspiration needed.

In his

later yea.rs, however, he ahowe a growing appreciation of
the human element in the scheme of things.

The

my ■ tic

experience ·described in "Tintern Abbey" lets him
the hea~t of things."QO

" ■ee

into

He is able to link the "sense sub-

lime" with the mind of man.

Wordsworth is reluctant to

claim supernatural Tiaitationa, yet he defends hia own earthly
paradise.

He deprecates his verse aa neTer soaring to the

"hemi aphere or magic fiction," as did Spenser's, but on the
other hand, he declares 4etenaiTely, he has aeen earth itself,
"on calm. clear nigh ta," appear to be a fairy work i tsel:r.g 1
In Book XIII ot The Prelude , Wordsworth aays that

the "forms of Nature have a passion in .themaelTes," and he

89 Blake, The Marriage or Thel, "A Memorable Fancy," 35.
I

:r. s. c.

~Leoturea by Dr. Williaa 1. Calvert, SUJBmer Session,
lngl.1ah 550, 1962.

91wol'4aworth, The Prelude, VI, 8&-9,.
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claims for

poet» once more associated with the prophet 9

"his own peculiar faculty» Heaven °s gift, a sense that fits
him to pe reel ve objects unseen before."

Word·sworth is the

poet admitting his debt to the past 9 but looking to the
future for new ways of expression.

We must concede his

considerable development of the conception of Poetic
Inspiration; in addition to this achievement, he was able
to express the freedom or the Romantic Poets from the Neo=

Classic rules and diction.
When Coleridge speaks of poetic inspiration. we
return to a Fairyland "where melodies round honey-dropping
flowers" hover in th e twilight.

He approaches the Greek

oonnotetion of ecstasy= a divine insanity
poetic fancy..

accompanying

d

Once more, we hear the poet' s warning agai ns't

careless assumption of familiarity with the mysteriou•

visitatione

In the incomparable "Kubla Kban 9 " Cole~idge
comes close to expre sing the inexpressible . 92
It remained for George Gordon, Lord Byron, to la s h
out at his contemporaries for lacking in genuine poetic
fancy&

He speaks scornfully of the "jaded Pegaeus" of the

popular poets and of the "half-strung harps " of th e- Last
Minstrel (Scott); he even more harshly characterizes Sir
Walter as a hireling bard serving a prostituted museo 93
92

Coleridge, "Kubla Illian.".
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93 Byron, "English Bards and Scotch Reviewers,"
180=184e
'
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Byron finds his source of inspiration in man's
desire for freedom and in his rebellion against the injus=
tioe3 of the worldo

Childs Harold 9 a figure similar to the

untried Red Cross Knight~ speaks for Byron of the poet•s
real mission, to create, and "in creating live a being
more intense o ,o 9 ~ The form is transfigured by the poetic

fancy into an 1deal 9 close to the HeaYenly Beauty de=
lineated by Speneero
Byron does not derogate the
beauty so muoh, as that he realizes

ay cause the

poet to lose •e ight of the higher goalo

Seneibly 9 he asks 9

"But who can view the r ipen'd rose 9 no r seek to wear it?~

This view diverges slightly from the Platon i c· one that
earthly beauty may be a means of ascending to the divime
love, which is beyond the reach of mortal or 'physical
consummation.,
The grande ur of the Swiss mountains brings forth.a reference to Rousseau 9 who threw "enchan~ment over
passion»" and who experienced being "on fi r e w 1th the

lightning of an ethereal flame o" 95

Rousseau~s theories of

themselves were i4ea.11sti o 9 but their misapplication
caused much suffering and terror.,
'

.

'

Here p in this same

atmosphere, Byron recalls the myth of Cupid . and Psyche to
94 Byron, C,o.ilde Harold, III, 6G
g5Ibid~ 9 III 0 ?86
-=---=
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implement his discussion of the inspiration of Love:

It was the scene which Passion must allot
0 twas. the ground
Where early Love his Psyche's zoag unbound 9
And hallowed it with loveliness$

To the mind •s purified being;

To Byronp poeti• inspiration involYed protest» a
;s hout of defiance againnt all that caused man to fall shoJ;"t
of achieving his finest poasibilitiese

He compares

the

storms e.nd furies of nature with the ·tempests that surge

within the soul of man; the atruggle of the poet for
expression he distills into the one word~ Lightning g97
In contrast to Byron°s sardonic

am

vigorous Yerses 0

Shelley weils the Spirit of Poetry in moonlight and mysteryo
The maid appears

to '".liim

in a dream 9 he hears the wild melody

of a strange harp~ and he sees a permeating flame sweep
over her tremulous body., 98 There
a strange ref'erenee to

is

the "eloquent blood," eomehow reminding one of Dante's
99

signels of an ancient tlame o"
In the depth~.. ·.',of a dark glen the Poet onoe again

. 1\J,.,1'

feels the presenoe of the Spirit ot Poesy; he gazes into
0

a dark fountain fed by secret springs • . H~ becomes aware
of the "awful shadow of some Unseen Power0 th,~ t visi ta each

human h@art p and as did Coleridge am Warton, he likens
this experience to .~4s1o.,Q 9 Shelley 0 s personal experienee

...
96 Ibido
...,_....,,

97

9

780

ll!!o9

Illp lO~o

98shelley

9

"Alastor 9 " 163=1&80

9QShelley

0

"Hymn to Intellectual Beautyo"

wa.8

ao vivid to hi• that it is almost painful to read;

the touch of poetio genius was almost a seizure.

He

recalle the fiery nature of inspiration in "Epipayohidion";
he mention8 one "sandalled with pltlllea of fire."'

In

"Adonais," the pure spirit flows back to a "burning
fountain."

Shelley conceived of man's whole existenoe as

a re8tleas search for the perfection which he would never
find on earth.

As mentioned earlier, Spenser built the

f,··l'lmeworth of The Faei:,ie 'icueene around the queat of Prinee
Arthur for this saae Ideal.
In addition, Spenser in his shorter poeaa eulogized
Beauty as a primary sou.ree of inspiration.

He ad•reases

Venue, the Cyprian ~ueene, pleading for h~r "love-kindling"
light, and for an infuaion of her "celestial powre."
This power, he iterates, ia the source of all graee ant
comeliness, all goodness, as well as the well-spring of
poetic inapiration. 100 The frustrated artist invokes the
mercies of a most holy and wise spirit and pleads for the
life~renewing water from her eternal spring of wisdom. 101
Another one of the Roaantio Poets, John Keats,
apPaks of Spenser's inspiration and reminds us that it is
impossible
For an inhabitant of wintry earth
To rise like Phoebus with a golden quill
Fire-winged and make a aorning in his mirth. 102
lOOSpenser, "An Hymne in Hotiour of Beauty." 57-59G
101 spenaer, "An Hymne or HeaTenly Love," ~3-49.
102Keate, "To Spenser," 7-9.
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He compares all the aooumulation of literature to

"an en~less fountain of immortal drink 9 " ana Poesy to
"a 4rainlees shower of lighto"

young poet

TOWS

In "Sleep

am

Poetry," the

that hie apiri t will :t'.o llow "the morning

sun=beame to the grea t Apollo like a t1•esh sacrifice o 09
And in an almost pedestrian short poem, "Fancy 9 " Keats

returns to the metaphor of the girdle= "when her zone
slipt 1 ts golden clasp 9 and down fell her Jdrtle to her

feet,"

In "Hyperion" he likens the awakening of the poeti~

imagination to the pangs of birth or the violent seizure
experieno@d by Apolloo
Soon wild commotions ehook him, and made flush
All the immortal faintness of hia limbs;
Moat like the struggle at the gate of death;
Or liker still to one who should take leave
or pale iminortal death, and with a pang
As hot as death is chill» with fieroe convulse
Die into life: · so young Apollo anguishtdo~o•o 103
In thin same frame of reference, the eun 9 always
a symbol of light and warmth, is expanded by the Roma.nti~
poets to represent the oreatiYe spirit of manG

Keats&

Apollo in "Hyperion" is the incarnation of the poet as a
sun=god; this is the same figure the t Collins ref ere to
in the "Ode on the Poetical Cbaracter 9 " = the . "rioh=haired
youth of Morno"lO~

The dazzling figure ot Oro created

William Blake ia a personification of Phoebus 9 the god
Poets0

by
or

Blake alludes to the power inherent in the sun in

lO~Keats 9 "Hyperion»" 12~=1300
l04Harold Bloomp A Visionary Compall_l 9 (Garden City 9
Doubleday and COo 9 l96f) 9 Po t3~ -

"The Four Zoaa," when he (the sun) arises from the deep

and "shakes his awful hair."
Shelley's Witch of Atlas was created by the "allbeholding Sun."

In his traTels o•er the earth, the sua

had seen a beautiful sea-nymph; he wooed her in a rocky
oa.Tern, and many month• later a "loTely lady" takes shape
in the dim caTe and issues forth to rule the mountain and
its wild creatures.

Thie lady was the Witch of Atlas,

daughter of the sun, posseesed of incredible beauty and
omniscient wisdom.105
This miraculous birth parallels the conception of
the twin daughters of Chrysogone, Belphoebe and Amore.t,
the paragons of "perfect maidenhood and goodly womanhood"
in the Faerie Q.u..eene.

Diana, th.e virgin goddess of the

hunt, took Belphoebe to be brought up in chastity and maidenhood; on the other band, Venue, the goddess of loTe and
beauty, reared Amoret to be the perfect loving wife, loyal
and virtuous in her loTe.lO&

This symbolism of immaculate

conception serves to reinforce tlE belief that human
incarnation is incapable of bringing forth perfection.
Shelley speaks of the sun's power to burn out the
coloring which the water Tapor giTes to the aun•s pure
radiance.

And the vivid image of the "burning fountain"

l0 5shelley, "The Witch or Atlas," 2-1~.
106 spenser, Faerie queene, III, Ti, 1-28.
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pictures the spirit of man as thirsting for the "fire of
reality which is Teiled to earthly eyes.~ 107
On the other hand, in addition to the creatiTe
power of the sun, its influence may be used in less wholesome
ways.

Blake salutes Phoebus as the Prince or Love in a

passage replete with the Petrarchan lilies and roses, and
suddenly we see the sun spreading a silken net for the
entrapment of his Tictim.s within a golden cage. 108
Spenser had used a similar metaphor long before,
although he was speaking of a miden and her "golden snare,"
the guileful net referring not only to a hair net of gold,
but also to the net she was spreading ~or the unwary male.
We find here a Testige of the classic view of romantic
love, although Spenser is considered to be the innoTator
of the modern "imagen of marital bliss. 109
Thus, in association with the power of tb.e sun,
the Tery loTeliness of the sun may become a trap.

Delights

and plPasures lie adjacent to jealousy, enTy, and deceite
As mentioned before, this strange dichotomy ia
found also in the treatment of feminine characters in
Spenser and in the Romantic Poets.

Truth Tery often ls

embodied in the person of a beautiful woaan, but she is
107 navid Perkins, The Queat for Permanence,
(Cambridge: Harvard UniTerslty Press, l§~f, p. 1!2.
lOSBlake, Poetical Sketches, "Song."
109

tewis,

Allegori, P• 381.

compelled to wear a Teil, lest the eyes of man behold the
truth.

Woaan is elusiTe, yet at the same time intent on

compelling man

to her desires.

Man is anxious to possess

woman, but fearful of being ooneumed in turn by being possessed.
'I'he allegory of the 1earch for Truth may be translated as the
search for the ideal woman; man has despaired of rinding her
but is forced by a powerful instinct to continue.

He is

fearful of beautiful women, since past experience has
taught him they are usually treacherous and are up to no
good.
When he finds the ideal, he is unable to recognize
or appreciate her because ot the lack of communication
between them, or because he has not achieved the discipline
required for the comprehension of beauty ae revealed by
truth.

This predicament is not new nor unoommon; many

people fail to appreciate opera because they are unwillin~
to undertake the study necessary for appreoia tion.

In the

field of art, the same thing happens too fr~quently.

Aa

mentioned before, the Renaissance faith in the efficacy ot
education is not Altogether without merit, whether ooneernizig
workB of this world or of the next.

Keep in mind, too, the

theme of the girdle of Florimell, associated with not only
earthly love a°' di vine inspire.t ion, but also physical
chastity and intellectual integrity.

Let ue then consider

some of the feminine characters deTeloped by Spenser and the
poeta of the Romantic Period.

Following the stylized

pereonitication mentioned above, Spenser presents Truth in
the person or a beautiful woman who must wear a Teil.

Una

ie Teiled because the Red Cross Knight has not yet proven
his worthiness to look upon her race.
Spenser plaoes Duesaa opposite Una. Duessa, the
embodiment or eTil, the prototype or unholy sensual appeal,
who brings both spiritual and physical destruction or her
Tiotim.s.

We find the aame sort or pair in "Christabel,"

although there is not the aam.e religioua allegory or the
Faer.t.e gueene •

The innocent maid, Christabel, 18 easily

oyercom.e by Geraldine, the maleTolent spirit.

The symbol

or the Teil is missing, but the inability or Sir Leoline
to recognize the truth is oharaoteriatio •of the pattern.
Shelley•a loTely witch is oonstraine4 to weer her
veil, lest her beauty mke the world grow dim. 110 An4
like Una in the forest with the protectiTe lion and adoring
satyrs, the Witcb of Atlas holds court in her ~emesne.

The

creatures ot the ju.ogle, "all gaunt am . sanguine beasts,"
were tamed by her gentleneaa, eTen the aly serpent in the
"golden flame" or his own involutions. 111
Carrying the parallel further, the witch oommam s
the devotion or the wild gods of the torest, old Silenua,
Pan, the n.vmpha, "pigaies and Polyhemes, Centaurs and
110 suah, M1thology and the Romantic Tradition, p. 140.
111 saelley, "The Witch or Atlas," 11.
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Satyrs, and such shapes as haunt wet clefts.n 112 •Shelley's
affinity for this image is expressed again in "Alastor."
Th~ poet dreams of a veiled maiden who tells hia of knowledge,
truth, and virtue.
When praising Shakespeare in "The Progress of Poesy"
Gray remarks, "To him the mighty mother did unveil her awful
face," and of Milton he says, "He saw, but blasted with
excess of light, Closed his eyes in endless night." 113
Keate sketches a very different kind of woman in
"Lamia.."

He begins with a cuiok study of a nymph "to

whom all hoofed Satyrs knelt; At whose white feet the
languid Tritons pour'd Pearls •••• "

Ani this is all we ever

know about this charming young lady, for Hermes, in a
futile search for the nymph,
woman, Lamia.

■ tumbles

upon the serpent-

Keats flashes all the colors of the prism

on the shining scales of this "gordian shape," and the
description of her metapmorphosis is a jewelled mosaic of
words$

Like Amoret, Lamia went to a very special school,

Cupid's college, but Lamia 1118.jored in a very different
currioulum. 11

°'

Moreover, Keata, like Spenser, was able to exploit
the sensuous delights of physical charm, but at the same time,
condemn its , selfish use.

Spenser invests Duessa's entrance

112 IbiC,. , 6.

-

113Gray, "The Progress of Poesy," III, 1, 2.
ll"Kea ts, "Lamia."

with the magnificence of royalty - the P-Olden bells, the
soarle t, tae pearls, and the crown - but after the faoade
of beauty is stripped off, the reader can remember only the
horror underneath.

Presumably, the long-suffering Red Cross

Knight refuses to be fooled any more and resolves to keep
her true oharaoter firmly in mind.

Keats is perhaps more

realistic; his young man, blinded by Lamia's charms, will
not consent to aee her through the eyes of the philosopher,
and when she flees from the accuser, Lyoius mourns his
bride to the death.
Britomart and her old nurse Glauoe are mirrored
in the characters of Madeline and her old belda.me; indeed,
"The Eve of St. Agnes," written in the Spenserian stanza,
is rich in medieval devices, lavish coloring, sensuous
delights, sleeping draions, faery fancy, and the power of
pure loTe. 115 One of Spenser's favorite phrases, "vermeill
rose," finds a lovely setting here. 115
After examining specific themes of interest collmon
to Spenser and the Romantics, it is pleasant to read leisurely
through Romantic Poetry with no motif in mind, merely to
catch in scene and character flashes of that same eerie
light of Spenser's fairy land.

Let us look at some of the

deliberate imitators of Spenser among the forerunners of
the Romantic MoYem.ent.
115
Keats, "The Eve of St. Agn~s."
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E~_rly Romantio poets certainly felt the charm

or

Spenser's language, as evidenced by Thomas Parnell in

"A Fairy Tale," in which we meet one that "Robin hight,"
and was never a "wight" in such a ease.

James Thomson,

an avowed disciple of Spenser, obviously borrewed h?avily
from the House of Morpheus when he built his own Cestle
of Indolence, ~nd the wicked wizard is at least cousin
to Arohimage.

William Shenstone uses the Spenserian form,

th, ancient 8pelling, and the quaint style to mock at
Spenser•~ gallant knights and ladies in distress. 116
"The Minstrel" by James Beattie is another poem
in the Spenserian tradition - the form, the language, the
praise of virtue and truth.

"In truth he was a strange

and wayward wight, this swain, a man of low degree, whose

sires, perchance in Fairyland might dwell.~

This same

fellow has a wondrous vision of a "diamond lance and targe
of gold," very like the weapons of Prince Arthur. 117
Beattie expresses Spenser's attitu~~ exactly when he
mention• "the scourge of Pride, by Envy's frown," and when
he pictures Luxury as a diseased cre~ture, attended by
m~levolenee, flattery, and distruste
Collins depicts a masque in "The Passions" strongly
reminiscent

or

the Masque in the Temple

or

Venus in the

ll&William Shenstone, "The Schoolmistress.~
117 Beattie, "The Minstrel," 301.

08

Faerie

~~e~•

And whether he intended it so or not,

William Blake imitated Spenser's prooession of the Seven
Deadly Sins in The,_.Marriase of Hee_ Te_n and Hell • 118
"Shame is Pride's oloke," he begins, and the symbolio

animals follow:

the goat ( 1 us t ) , the lion (wrath), the

peaoook (pride), and th e wol f ( envy) •

Just as Una walks

through the fore at with her tawny and savage protector, so
Blake's "Little Girl Lost" sits with the lion lying quietly
at her feet.

The fearful symmetry of Blake's tyger is a

Yast improvement over Spenser's animal • a mangy, scrounging

beast, serving as a steed for Captain Maleger.

The

conception, however, is the same, the ,ecognition of the
terrible foroe of the fleshly appetites and the apprehension
of the wild beast lurking within the soul of every man.
Shelley's episode of the babe sharing his morning

meal with the "green and golden basilisk that comes to liok
his feet," is very like the childhood of Spenser's SAtyrane,
the noble savage. 119 The image of the ideal primitiYe man
held even more attraotion for the Romantics than it had for
the Elizabethans. 120 We find expressed or implied many
times over the belief that oiTili~ation is the root of evil,
that man in his natural state is good, but only too
118 Blake, The Marr~~e of "eaYen and Hell, "Proverbs,"
20.

119
York:

Shelley, "Queen Mab," VIII, 85, 8~.

120Hoxey Neal Fairchild, The Noble Savaae, (New
Columbia University Press, U128), p; ~TI. .
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susce_ptible to the "contagion of the world's slow stain.,""
In "The Witch of Atlas" Shelley imitates the creation of the
snowy Florilllell; a prototype of Phaedria'a self-propelled
shallop skims oTer the waves in "Alaster.rt

The Poet in

this poem has a vision markedly resembling the prospect
seen by Sir Guyon from the House of Holiness.

These scattered instances of Edmund Spenser'e

splendid impact upon the sensibilities of the Romantic
Poets do not exhaust the subject; however, they should
suffioe to substantii:J.te the seminal nature of Spenser..

By

specific reference men of that period haTe paid tribute to
him, and we shall mentl0n some of the occasionse
Alexander Pope, the high priest of the NeoClassicists, commented, "I read the Fae~ie3~~ when I was
about twelTe, with infinite delight, and I think it gave me
as muoh when I read it over about a y~ar or two ago."121
In the "Ode on the Poetical Character," Collins
called Spenser "him whose school above all the rest hia
loveliest Elfin Queen has blest."

Collins declared that he

was enchanted with "strange lays, whose pow•r had oharm'd a
Spenser's ear." 122

121 Library

Gray added to the choir in "The Bard."

o t _ ~ Criticism,

Vol. I, p. 395w

122 collins, "Ode on the Popular Superstitions or
the Highlands of scotland," 39.

.
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The Terse adorn again
Fierce War, and faithful love,
And Truth aeYere, by fairy fiction drest. 123
Thoaaa Warton referred to Spenser not only in his

verse, "magic Spenser," but he was also one or the first

English critics to champion Spenser in prose. 1 2~

Joseph

Warton attributed hia inspiration to Spenser in "Ode to
Fancy .. "
Then l8y me by the haunted stream,
Rapt in 10me wild, poetic dream,
In converse while methinks I rove
With Spenser through a fairy grove.125
That loTer of natural beauty, William Wordsworth,
recognized a kindred spirit in Spenser: ff All things in him
tended tow~rd the sublime." 126 Wordsworth named as hi•
favorite ladies of flotion, "The gentle lady married to
the Moor; and heavenly Una with her milk-white lamb." 125
In defense of the sonnet, Wordsworth places Spenser
in the hierarchy of poe ta between Dante and Mil ton.

"It

cheered mild Spenser, called from Faery-land To struggle
through dark ways." 128 In The Prelude, Wordsworth chooses
123

Gray, "The Bard," iii, 3.

124

Thomas Warton, "Observations on the Fairy Queen
of Spenser," 30-60.
125 Joseph Warton, "Ode to Fancy," 42-44.
126
Buah, Mztholo8l !,~~-Romanticism, p. 70.
127

Wordsworth, "Personal Talk," ~l. '2.
128word~worth, "Scorn Not the sonnet."
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his words with care for phrasing an obviously deep-felt
appreciation of Spenser •
••• That gentl~ Bard
Chosen by the Muaes for their Page of state Sweet Spenser, moYing through his clouded heaven,
With the moon'P beauty and the moon's soft palit
I oalled him Brother, Englishman, and Friend.
In a letter to Lord Holland, Byron said, "When I
began Childe Harolde I had neYer tried Spenser's measure,
and now I connot scribble in any other." 130 Sir Walter
Scott added this comment." ••• But Spenser I could have read
rorever." 130

As mentioned before, Keate was patently persuaded
or the genius of Spenser; he titled one of his earlier
poems "In Imitation of Spenser," and in 1818 he dedicated
a sonnet to Spenser.

Therefore, it is easy to belieTe that

.... -

"It was the Faerie Quaene that awakened his genius.
Spenser's fairyland he was enohanted." 131

In

In spite of the influence exerted by Spenser upon
the Ronantia Poeta, one must not construe perfect agreement in philosophy or interpretation.

There la a gulf

between the orthodox Protestantism of Spenser and the agnostic
leaning of the later Romantics.

However, one questions

whether Spenser might haTe olothed an almost pagan
orientation with the respectable garments of his religious

___________...._~----- -------------------129Library of Literarz.Critioi~, Vol. I, p. 395.
130~., p. 395.
131.!].!!., P• 395.
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creed.

Another difference lies in the attitude or the

Romantic Age toward the Golden Mean of Aristotle.

The

Spirit of Romanticism reveled in enthusiasm, or concentrated
energy; to these Romantic Poets, exceas was a virtue excess in thought, feeling, and action - and necessary for
Truth to emerge from the artist's consciousness.
Likewise, the sociological values of Spenser's
time an~ those of the Romantic Age were at Tariance.

The

Homantios simulated a belief that thP. uneducated man was
closer to the truth than the intellectual, and that there
was a n8tive greatness about the simple man of the soil.
Although Spenser introduces an idyl wherein Truth is accepted
by the simple creatures of the forest and the Savage Knight,
his usual description of the comon man is not s::> fla tteri.ng ..
He indicates that with the most excellent intentions, a
man of vulgar birth can succeed in giving only a poor
imitation of gentility.

The principles of the natural

rights of man and the natural aristocracy would haTe

seemed

ridiculous to the Ellzabe than mind.
Keeping these rather fundamental cleavages of
thought in mind, the many allusions to Spenser, as well as
the aforesaid P3re.llels, demonstrate the sheer power of his
literary genius.

The Romanticists simply took the akeina

which in their opinion were of pure gold and regarded the
rest of his writing with tolerance.

The Romantic MoTement,

.
73

1n revolt against class1oism, round a source of streng.th
in Spenser's sanguine approach to life's problems.
The anti-Romantioim of such modern literature is
deceiving, being a continuation or the artist's reection to
the scientific discoYeries of the Eighteenth Century. 132
May makes an interesting observation that indeed, our
modern literature "is the late and modified development of
the Romantic MoYement toward existentialist expression.n 133
Therefore, artistically and philosophically, Homanticism
serTes ae a connecting corridor between the Nineteenth and

the Twentieth Centuries.
Romantics round Yigor

am

Just as the revolutionary
affirmation •~ life 'e goodneaa

in Spenser, so can the modern reader.

Spenser furnishes

a "restoration of confidence in the atoutness, reliability.

and the essential healthiness of things ot earth." 134

He

is able to give us this renewal possibly because he neTer
quite escapes the pastoral conTent1on (in which he had
operated with facile grace) , and we admit the. t there is a
region of the mind symbolized by rural scenes and occupations,
and that this region should be visited orten. 135
132Rollo May, St!bolism in Religion and Literature,
(New York: George Braz! er; f§do), p. 188, fag.
133
Ibid., P• 192w
13~ ~ . , p. 196.

-

135tewis, Allegory, p. 315.

.

Although Spenser seems to be negleoted from time to
time, his lines have for the sensitive and discriminating
reader a peculiar appeal and sweetnessa

Certainly, one

becomes surfeited at times by the inundation of alliteration,
the characters cane and go like Alioe'a cat, and the script
would need auch cutting before a box-office hit could
emerge; in addition, some well-meaning critic labeled Spenser
the "poet's poet."

It is no wonder then, that the general

reading public remains quite unfa11.iliar with Spenser's
poetry.

This situation is regrettable, for in the baroque

and coruscating fantasy of Spenser'8 "faery-lond" lies a
mess~ge for eYery man.

The language barrier is easily

overcome with a little study, Spenser•s humor is surprisingly
modern and pungent, his verse is entrancing when read
aloud, am this great poet is deserving of wide reading
and appreciation.

Thinking on a deeper level, one might

decide that Spenser antedated James Joyce by about four
centuries - not to mention others of the stream-ofconsoiousness school.
In closing, we may safely say that the Romantic
poets found eome thing of value in Spenser and that the
Sixteenth Century is not beneath our consideration in this
our own time.

The scientific discoveries of modern times

ha Ye not ohanged the needs and hungers of man; modern man's
fr9ntio search for the meaning of life may lead him back to

'/5

the oircle of Greece ?Dd the triangle of the Middle Ages.
The vertical shaft, mirrored in Twentieth Century architecture,
would symbolize nan's effort to move away from nature; the
next step might well be the cellar, or the cave, which
civilized man thought he had left years ago. 136
Let us hope our generation finds such a pen as
Spenser's to

record the dreams and sorrows of our day,

"For we, whioh now behold these present days, Have eyes
to wonder, but lack tongues to praise.~ 137

136May, smbql1sm, P• 25.
137
William Shakespeare, "Sonnet" #10~, 13-14.
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